How Doctors Die

Does end-of-life care differ for physicians? A new study says yes and offers insights into why.
MORE »

Photo Finish

A nanoparticle drug-delivery system could improve outcomes for people with pancreatic or other types of cancer.
MORE »

Gaining a Voice

Many of the nation’s estimated 700,000 transgender people strive for a voice that matches their gender expression. Speech therapy programs can help.
MORE »

Featured Events

01.25.16 Yoga for Every Body. Gordon Hall. Waterhouse Rm., 12:30 p.m.

01.27.16 Extraordinary Care for the Most Vulnerable Patients. TMEC Amph., 12:30 p.m.
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Dean’s Blog

Harvard Medicine magazine

Paper Chase

Harvard Health Publications

Carlos Estrada says it’s not enough to treat symptoms. He wants to change the trajectory of health care.
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